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Putting communities at the leading edge
of energy innovation
30th March 2017 was a very significant
date for Community Energy Scotland - this
is when our joint-venture 7.5 MW wind farm
at Hoprigshiels in the Scottish Borders with
partners Berwickshire Housing Association
was commissioned. It will create a valuable
asset and revenue stream whilst contributing
to Scotland’s green energy targets. CES has
a 33% share and the revenue will ultimately
help us help Scottish communities address
sustainable energy needs.

The year preceding this was marked by a strong
focus on project delivery along with targeted
policy activity - both designed to progress our
Local Energy Economies programme. Through
this programme, supported by the Joseph
Rowntree Charitable Trust, we are seeking to
integrate renewable energy into all aspects
of local energy use – electricity, heating and
transport - and help mobilise community
groups to drive behavioural change. Our aim is
to help communities gain more of the financial
and practical value of their local renewable
energy resources whilst decarbonising their
energy, by piloting local supply arrangements
and demonstrating the benefits and issues
involved.

“ it is remarkable
how quickly energy
policy is changing ”

With this in mind, we have been working to
reduce energy costs in disadvantaged high
density housing in Edinburgh through our Tower
Power project, testing ways to overcome grid
constraints in Mull through our ACCESS Project,
piloting generation and use of hydrogen as
an energy store and vector from constrained
power on Eday, Orkney, through ‘Surf ‘n’ Turf.
All partnership projects, they bring together
community groups, electricity companies, local
authorities and leading edge tech companies,
funded through Scottish Government’s
pioneering Local Energy Challenge Fund (LECF).
We also worked closely with partners in Scottish
Power Energy Networks to complete the
‘Accelerating Renewables Connections’ project
in the Scottish Borders’ and have established a
new Outer Hebrides Community Energy Support
Scheme in partnership with Comhairle nan
Eilean Siar.

At the policy level, it is remarkable how quickly
the energy policy environment is changing.
We fed into the UK Government’s consultation
on a Smart Flexible Energy System and to
preparatory work on the Scottish Government’s
Draft Energy Strategy. We are on the Electricity
Network’s Association Advisory Group for
management of th e electricity grid under the
new ‘system operator’ model. Finally, we were
delighted to work with the Offshore Renewable
Energy Catapult in researching energy system
flexibility and fuel poverty alleviation at
Levenmouth in Fife. All these contributed
towards helping the energy system evolve
in line with the aspirations of our members,
associates and partners and an even brighter
future for the community energy sector.

GWEN BARRELL, CHAIR OF CES

PROJECT UPDATES

Driving change in the
energy system to benefit
communities

The ACCESS or ‘Assisting
Communities to Connect to
Electric Sustainable Sources’
Project aims to make the most of
the renewable energy potential
on Mull, using local hydro
generation to heat local homes
efficiently and affordably.
Since April 2015 over 60 of
the 72 properties identified
received new, efficient storage
heaters, hot water cylinders or
electric flow boilers. Remotely
controlled, tests were run at

ACCELERATING RENEWABLE
CONNECTIONS (ARC): CES
worked very successfully with
SPEN (Scottish Power Energy
Networks) and communities
in the Scottish Borders to
enable the connection of over
160MW of new renewable
energy generation to the
network. ARC, which
finished at the end
of 2016, supported
a dozen potential
generators that would
have been refused
consent, to negotiate
connections with
SPEN using innovative
mechanisms including
Active Network
Management. Some
of the techniques
developed during
ARC are now being
adopted into
‘business as usual’,
not only by SPEN but
also by other DNOs
DYNAMO APP DEMO - ACCESS PROJECT
(Distribution Network
Operators).
the community owned, 400
kW, Garmony Hydro Scheme,
“We use heat, CO₂ and
matching output from
electricity from our 200kW
Garmony to heat homes. We
biogas plant to power a 4-acre
are now collating data and
glasshouse backed up with
aiming to move from ‘manual’
biomass boilers, produce 400t
livematching to automated
of tomatoes, employ an extra
control. We have been inspired
25 people and have increased
by the determination of Mull
the businesses turnover ten
and Iona participants aiming to
times. Without ARC, none of
maximise community benefit.
this would have been possible.”
SSE Networks is intending to
offer the ACCESS connection
Jim Shanks, Hawick
solution in their suite of non-firm
business as usual connection
offers, which we hope will have
far reaching implications for
projects in areas where the grid
is constrained. Also, the project’s
technical partners are testing
whether electrical heating
demand can provide frequency

response services to the national
grid, which could increase
income to the community.
HEAT SMART ORKNEY: Starting
in 2016, funded by the LECF,
so far over 100 households
have noted interest in smart
use of the community’s own
generation for heating their
homes. Contractors have been
appointed to do the household
installs, project partner VCharge
is reviewing programme
and installation
requirements, and
CES is developing
an electricity rebate
model with a CRM
tool to manage
customer interactions.
Installation is due to
begin in summer 2017.
The significance of
our work in Orkney,
which is now a centre
for sustainable
energy innovation,
was reflected by the
approval, at the end of
the year, of EU funding
through the very
competitive Horizon
2020 programme for
a major new project – SMILE
(Smart Islands Energy Systems).
CES is the lead partner for
the Orkney demonstrator
element of this multi-partner
EU project, with two other
demonstrator locations, Samsø
and Madeira. This multi million
£ project will pilot and test a
range of smart-grid measures
including integration of battery
technology, power to heat,
power to fuel, integration
of electric vehicle charging,
electricity storage on board of
boats, an aggregator approach
to demand side management
(DSM) and predictive algorithms.
The project began formally in
2017.

TOWER POWER: This project
aims to use smart meters
to enable residents in tower
blocks to aggregate their
energy demand and collectively
negotiate a better price for
energy, helping reduce fuel
poverty. It will also create
a replicable model for roll
out. Starting in 2016, Tower
Power has been focusing on
developing technical solutions
for enabling the smart metering
and aggregation with prepaid meters. With project
partners, Energy Local, TMA
and Our Power, Tower Power
will test technical solutions
during 2017. Opportunities to
build in community demand
side response are also being
investigated, to increase the
benefits Tower
Power can bring to
communities.

project management services
for Knoydart Foundation/
Knoydart Renewables Ltd to
support the management
and further development of
their community-owned and
operated off-grid network which
shows what communities are
capable of achieving in terms
of sustainable energy supply.
CES has had a long-standing
relationship with the Knoydart
community and we are very
pleased to have taken on this

SURF’ N’ TURF: an
Orkney based project
led by CES aims to
generate hydrogen
from wind and tidal
energy which would
otherwise have
been constrained
and use it to avoid
grid limitations and
supply important
local users such
as the inter-island
ferries. Surf’ n’ Turf
HYDROGEN TRANSPORT - SURF’ N’ TURF
has made significant
operational progress:
hydrogen can now
be produced and transported
very practical engagement
there. We also provided
safely; the tested hydrogen fuel
information, training and
cell is ready for installation at
support to over 25 community
Kirkwall harbour. Preparations
groups in the Western Isles
are underway for trial runs and
through the Outer Hebrides
training materials and EMEC, our
Community Energy Support
project partner, are preparing
Service. A local conference
the ground for their electrolyser,
was held in the new West Harris
due to be operational in 2017.
community facility attended by
We were delighted that a major
20 community groups and local
new EU funded project – BIG
agencies, focussing on new and
HIT- was approved in the year,
more innovative ways in which
which will build on and expand
groups could progress energy
the impact of Surf ‘n’ Turf.
projects.

CES SUPPORTING COMMUNITIES
IN THEIR WORK
During the year, CES took on

Through funding from the
Community Power Outer
Hebrides (CPOH) Community
Learning Exchange, CES
supports a group of five installed

revenue-generating community
wind power projects. This year
this included a visit to Orkney to
share experience, tower training,
SSE maintenance timetabling
and social measurement.
Also, CPOH contributed to
local debate and responses
surrounding grid upgrades, the
Remote Island Wind consultation
and the Embedded Generators
consultation.
“CES staff, Kirsten and
Kathleen, helped us with our
innovative ideas, keeping
us updated on policy and in
discussions with SSE regarding
high connection costs. I
encourage CES to keep up all
the good work even though
sometimes they may not get
the thanks they
deserve.”
Urras Oighreachd
Bharabhais (Barvas
Estate Trust)
Funded by Transport
Scotland, partners
CES, Aquatera,
Cothrom Ltd and
the Uist Economic
Taskforce did a
feasibility study ‘Uist
Energy in Motion’ on
low carbon travel in
Uist, because the Uists
have the 4th highest
transport costs in the
UK, with poor public
transport. The research showed
Electric Vehicles are cheaper to
run than regular vehicles so EVs
could be beneficial. Hence, we
produced a plan for increasing
the number of EVs in the Uists
and the partnership is seeking
funding for the project.
Island of Hoy Development
Trust contracted CES to do a
feasibility of full electrification of
their community minibus service.
Rapid charging in weak grid
areas was the key challenge.

Our report investigated user
requirements, vehicle options
and grid connection costs before
outlining future expansion
opportunities that prioritised
social benefits. The Trust then
used it for their submission to
Transport Scotland’s Low Carbon
Transport & Travel Challenge
Fund.

AND CES TOOK ON CONSULTANCY
WORK

Isle of Eigg and their renewable
energy mini-grid, much was
learned which has since enabled
CEM to successfully secure UNDP
funding for a renewable energy
mini-grid project in Malawi.

ADVOCATING FOR COMMUNITY
ENERGY - CES’S POLICY WORK
CES has also played a very
active advocating role during
a year when there have been
significant consultations
on energy related policy,
particularly in Scotland.
We made a strong case
for retaining, supporting
and growing the genuinely
community-owned element of

ORE Catapult
(Offshore Renewable
Energy funded
by Innovate UK)
employed CES to
research practical
solutions for tackling
fuel poverty in
Levenmouth. Our
well received report
“Investigation into
how System Flexibility
at Levenmouth
could help Reduce
Fuel Poverty in the
Community” included
an analysis of recent
trials / studies
CES & CEM
about customer
engagement,
the renewable energy sector,
strategies for securing benefits
both as it enables direct benefit
from flexibilities on the
to communities and informs
electricity grid and a
energy consumers. The Scottish
shortlist of possible interventions
Government consulted on a
to reduce fuel poverty and
draft Energy Strategy up to
provide electricity network
2050 and CES fed in members’
benefits.
views at two Parliamentary

DELIVERING INTERNATIONALLY
Funded by the Arkleton Trust,
three members of our sister
organisation Community Energy
Malawi (CEM) were able to visit
Scotland for 8 days in May 2016.
Organised by CES, the exchange
was a learning journey for CEM
about how Scottish communities
plan, implement, monitor and
evaluate community energy
projects. Including a visit to the

evidence sessions and submitted
a formal response at the end of
May 2017.
Major regulatory and policy
shifts in our energy sector are
emerging to enable transition
to low-carbon and renewable
solutions (with our communities’
innovative projects and
determination often leading
the way!). We have proactively
taken innovation from ‘on-theground’ community partnered

projects into discussions
with regulators, commercial
stakeholders and governing
bodies. CES has as a result
been invited to join the UK ENA
(Energy Networks Association)
Open Network Project, ongoing
throughout 2017-2018. CES
also responded to the UK
Government’s ‘Contracts for
Difference’ Consultation, putting
the case for including on-shore,
non-mainland or island wind
in CfD funding. CES also input,
with community colleagues, to
the National Grid’s workshop
on opportunities and barriers
to greater participation of
community energy schemes in
energy markets. We also took
part in the BEIS ‘innovation
workshop on local flexibility
trading’.

LOCAL ENERGY
ECONOMIES
RESIDENTIAL EVENT
With support from
the Pebble Trust, CES
hosted a residential
in Inverness in March
2017, to discuss key
issues in the Local
Energy Economies
(LEE) agenda. The 22
participants included
representatives from
the Scottish and
UK governments,
local authorities,
community organisations,
commercial organisations,
housing associations, regulators
and network operators
as well as charity sector
intermediaries. Challenges, such
as how to connect more local
renewable generation, and how
communities can beneficially
participate in a new smarter
flexible energy system, were
discussed and a report will
be prepared. This very useful
debate has already helped
shape our LEE work and input to
policy consultations.

BUILDING CES SUSTAINABILITY - HOPRIGSHIELS
March 2017 saw the completion and opening
of our first windfarm at Hoprigshiels, in the
Scottish Borders, developed by Berwickshire
Community Renewables LLP, a partnership
between Berwickshire Housing Association
(BHA) and CES. All the profits from this are
shared, allowing BHA to invest in new homes
for social rent and helping CES to support
community groups across Scotland to develop
new projects.
The site has an installed capacity of 7.5MW
and will export just under 25 million kilowatthours each year - enough energy to power
around 5,900 households. Hoprigshiels will
also save 12,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide
emissions each year. The wind farm project has
been supported by two main funders, Triodos

Bank and the Renewable Energy Investment
Fund (REIF) which is delivered by the Scottish
Investment Bank on behalf of the Scottish
Government and its Enterprise Agencies.
In a staff competition to name the wind
turbines, Marion O’Hara’s suggestion of
‘The Fishermen Three’ won. This name was
taken from the poem Wynken, Blynken and
Nod by Eugene Field. This Dutch lullaby has
three magical fisherman casting their “nets
of silver and gold”, and is a fitting metaphor
for the ‘silver and gold’ that the Turbine sails
will generate for our two charities and for
communities. The individual turbines will be
known as Wynken, Blynken and Nod, as in the
tale. We expect to begin to receive revenue
from the project at some point in 2018-2019.

“ ENOUGH ENERGY
TO POWER AROUND
5,900 HOUSEHOLDS ”
ONE OF OUR TURBINES UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Scottish Government Minister for Business,
Innovation and Energy Paul Wheelhouse said:
“The newly re-named Fishermen Three wind
farm at Hoprigshiels is an exciting project
that very ably illustrates our vision of local
people benefiting from renewable energy
projects installed in their area. I congratulate
Helen Forsyth and the BHA team, and CES,
for achieving the successful delivery of this
important project.
“The wind farm should generate around
£30 million of revenues over the next 25
years, enabling BHA to build 500 muchneeded new homes across Berwickshire to
meet strong housing demand in the area. It
is because of the investment opportunities
that projects such as this can create that
Scottish Government continues to invest in
community renewable energy projects across
the country through REIF, with support from
CES.”

The windfarm has been praised by British
Renewable Energy Awards judges, being ‘highly
commended’ in the community groups category
and by UK-wide Renewable Energy Association
judges who recognised the social benefits.
We have committed to an annual indexlinked community benefit payment of £5000/
MW of installed capacity – £37,500 per year
initially. This will go to the communities closest
to the site, to be spent on their investment
priorities.
CES Chief Executive, Nicholas Gubbins, is
pleased that the distinctive scheme attracted
national attention. “We look forward to many
years of sustainable and reliable income to
support the core aims of our charities. The
Fisherman Three will hopefully inspire other
community groups and housing associations to
develop renewable energy projects.”

MEET THE TEAM
Our members
CES has 397 community members, out of our
436 members all together.

Our Board and Staff
This year we welcomed Jon Clarke (Innovation
Development Officer) and Felicity Sargeant
(Tower Power Development officer) to our
Edinburgh offices. Connor Malloy (Innovation
Development Officer) and Ailsa Skuodos
(Project Manager) joined our Orkney projects

team based in Kirkwall. Brad Doswell
(Innovation Development Officer) and Gerry
Wiseman (Project Administrator) both joined
the team in Inverness. We send a fond farewell
to Pam Holden, our Administrator, who left
CES in March having worked with us for 5
years. We wish her all the best in her future
ventures and thank her for all her hard work.
Felix Wight (CES Head of Development and
formerly Development Officer) headed down to
pastures new with Repowering London. Felix
was integral to the development of CES’s work
on Local Energy Economies and we wish Felix all
the best.

FINANCES - 1ST APRIL 2016 TO 31ST MARCH 2017

INCOME

EXPENDITURE
Project grants
Membership fees
CES Trading
Consultancy & services
CES Trading
Project delivery
Running costs

£652,933

£747,418

These accounts illustrate the challenges CES faces to maintain its services to community groups
when dependent on grant funds with no core funding. Project grants never cover the full cost
of operation. As CES cannot sustain this level of deficit, which is a consequence of undertaking
unfunded charitable work and preparing funding applications and bids, it will be essential to
undertake a review of operations, which may result in changes in the way we operate in the future.

OUR FUNDERS
CES is grateful for project funding secured through the Scottish Government CARES programme, the
EU’s Horizon 2020 Programme, the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar,
Orkney Islands Council, SSE, Scottish Power, City of Edinburgh Council, ITM Power, the Pebble Trust,
Arkleton Trust and Leader.

THE TEAM
CES is a Registered Scottish Charity,
No: SC039673, Company No: SC333698
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